Why is child care an important issue?

Child care is an essential element for the success of our families, our businesses and our community. Parents who live in Lane County are concerned about the quality of child care and after-school activities available for their children.

- Every day, 26% of children under age 13 in Lane County – that’s 13,623 children – are in regulated child care every day.¹
- The majority of parents of young children require child care to work or attend educational programs.
- After-school and summer programs protect school age children during times they are vulnerable and at risk.

Lane County is currently experiencing a slow rate of economic growth.² Even so, demand for child care remains high.

- Approximately 85% of fathers, and 65% of mothers of preschool age children, are in the labor force.³
- The labor force of lower-income parents has significantly increased due to economic conditions and changes in requirements to satisfy welfare reform. This has placed a tremendous burden on the child care system in our area, both in terms of capacity and affordability. Many parents in Lane County struggle with having access to and being able to sustain quality child care.
- Middle and upper income families have also increased their demands upon the child care system.
- Even in families where one parent does not work outside of the home, more than 60% of children under the age of six are enrolled in some type of child care and educational program.⁴

Child care improves the lives of our children.

- Quality child care helps children’s readiness to be successful in school.
- Studies show a direct correlation between quality early care and learning experiences and the reduction of criminal and anti-social behavior.⁵
- Child care has been identified as a primary prevention of child abuse.⁶
- Quality child care helps our future adults lead high-caliber, economically productive lives.
How is child care important to the economy of our area?

**Child care benefits our lives today and in the future.** Child care enables our community members to work, attend educational programs, and pursue other activities. It provides our community with immeasurable quality of life and increases our economic stability.

**Child care increases our local economy.** It produces employment and income-generating business opportunities. This results in public sector tax revenues both from child care facilities and as a result of the sales, property and income taxes from child care workers and small business owners.

**Child care is attractive to business.** Adequate child care benefits area businesses. As with other types of infrastructure – roads, water supply, energy - it provides the infrastructure needed to help recruit and retain new employers in our area.

**Child care saves money.** Quality child care reduces the burden of costs for a myriad of social services, including special education, lowers school drop-out rates, decreases level of criminal activity, increases long-term earning potential, and reduces poverty. 

Why is professional development for child care providers important?

Less than adequate child care has been reported in a number of studies designed to measure the many dimensions of quality child care. The findings are so consistent as to raise broad concern about the quality of care in early childhood settings. One study reported that of more than 400 centers studied in four states, only 8% of infant classrooms and 24% of preschool classrooms were of good or excellent quality. In addition:

- The education credentials of staff that work in child care centers are often inadequate relative to the skills required.
- Staff turnover is high, ranging from 25% to 50% each year. This means that children are constantly adapting to new caregivers.
- Staff compensation, including wages and benefits, is exceptionally low. Child care staff are among the lowest paid workers. Staff compensation, including wages and benefits, is significantly related to the quality of care provided.

Children in quality child care settings have shown positive outcomes such as cooperative play, sociability, creativity, ability to solve social conflicts, self control, language and cognitive development. Provider-child interactions provide the context in which quality is more likely to occur. Such features such as responsiveness of the caregiver, individualization of care, language used in the classroom, and appropriateness of learning activities are the key dimensions of quality that affect outcomes for children.
What solution is needed?

Child care and education teachers need our support in two important ways. They need opportunities to increase their educational levels and they need compensation for their important work.

In 2002 Lane County piloted “Lane County Cares”, a program that helps cover cost of training for child care teachers while simultaneously supplementing their income with modest wage compensation ranging from $1,000 to $4,000 per year. The training requirements are based on the Oregon Professional Development Registry, administered through Portland State University. The Lane County Commissioners awarded $50,000; additional funds have been leveraged through a six-county federal grant. The Lane County portion of that grant award is $138,436 over three years, ending June 2005.

**Lane County benefits.** To date, the Cares program has benefited more than 750 children in Lane County. Currently there are at least twelve care providers on a waiting list for this program, and the list continues to grow. Many more care providers are eligible and can be recruited with little effort. Funding in the amount of $ 50,000 is needed to enroll them in the Cares program, a cutting-edge, successful program that addresses the need to increase professionalism and compensation for early childhood care and education professionals, thereby increasing the quality of child care in the Lane County community.

*Important Note: The Eugene City Council approved this funding request May 2004 in the amount of $50,000.*
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